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	Now updated-the proven guide to taking control of your finances


	The bestselling Personal Finance For Dummies has helped countless readers budget their funds successfully, rein in debt, and build a strong foundation for the future. Now, renowned financial counselor Eric Tyson combines his time-tested financial advice along with updates to his strategies that reflect changing market conditions, giving you a better-than-ever guide to taking an honest look at your current financial health and setting realistic goals for the future.


	Inside, you'll find techniques for tracking expenditures, reducing spending, and getting out from under the burden of high-interest debt. Tyson explains the basics of investing in plain English, as well as risks, returns, investment options, and popular investment strategies. He also covers ways to save for college and special events, tame your taxes, and financially survive the twists and turns that life delivers.

	
		The bestselling, tried-and-true guide to taking control of finances, now updated to cover current market conditions
	
		Provides concrete, actionable advice for anyone facing great economic hardship
	
		Helps you avoid or get out of debt and budget funds more successfully
	
		Eric Tyson, MBA, is a nationally recognized personal finance counselor and the author of numerous For Dummies titles, including Home Buying For Dummies, Investing For Dummies, and Mutual Funds For Dummies, among others



	There's no need to stress over an uncertain economy-just read Personal Finance For Dummies and protect your financial future!
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XNA 3.0 Game Programming Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in XNA)Apress, 2009
When Microsoft released XNA in December 2006, it immediately became clear that this new technology would have a major impact on the possibilities for game developers. XNA was designed from the ground up with ease of use in mind, while not sacrificing performance or capabilities to achieve this goal. As a bonus, any game you create in XNA for the PC...
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String Theory DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2008
UNRAVEL the mystery of STRING THEORY 

Trying to understand string theory but ending up with your brain in knots? Here's your lifeline! This straightforward guide explains the fundamental principles behind this cutting-edge concept. 

String Theory...
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First Look Microsoft Office 2003Microsoft Press, 2003

	What’s inside the newest Microsoft Office System? How can your business put its new capabilities to work right away? With First Look Microsoft Office 2003, you get exclusive, advance insights and straight talk from a well-known author and columnist who works closely with the Microsoft Office team. Get the edge on understanding...
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Practical Color Management: Eddie Tapp on Digital PhotographyO'Reilly, 2006
The second book in this acclaimed series from noted photographer and digital imaging expert Eddie Tapp delves into color management, a topic that has needlessly become a mystery to experienced digital photographers, whether they're avid amateurs, serious students, or working professionals. With his easygoing yet authoritative...
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Statistical and Machine Learning Approaches for Network Analysis (Wiley Series in Computational Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Explore the multidisciplinary nature of complex networks through machine learning techniques


	Statistical and Machine Learning Approaches for Network Analysis provides an accessible framework for structurally analyzing graphs by bringing together known and novel approaches on graph classes and graph measures for...
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Software Engineering with Reusable ComponentsSpringer, 2001
The book provides the reader with a clear understanding of what software reuse is, where the problems are, what benefits to expect, the activities, and different forms of software reuse. The reader is also given an overview of what sofware components are, different kinds of components and compositions, a taxonomy thereof, and examples of successful...
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